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Abstract— Unbalanced in mobility and safety is a latent issue because although speeding has been associated with fatal crash but excessive speed without having been punished still occurs. This study focuses on how to bridge it by identifying the reason, triggering variables and explanatory variables of speeding behavior comprehensively. A number 159 of participants which is the same monitored motorcyclist participated in braking maneuver test was successfully interviewed. Their answer was analyzed using structural equation model. The results showed that: 1) speed choice was caused by trip purpose and triggered by rider’s perception about their braking and hazard detection ability, and level of familiarity with road, traffic and vehicle characteristics as well 2) such perception was built due to their riding frequency, meanwhile, that the age does not influence it is an interesting issue because it indicates that speeding behavior is customary to be a commonly matter. Moreover, speeding is an intentional risk taking behavior as riders accepted both potential advantages and possible disadvantages gained from speeding. Therefore, the required speed management, rider’s perception improvement, and the consequential implication due to the result of this study was discussed, including how to intervene such perception based on education, engineering and enforcement approaches.

Index Terms—Motorcyclist, Speed choice, Speeding behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPEEDING has been commonly known to be the primary factor associated with crashed and/or fatal crash probability [1], [2]. However, excessive speed without having been punished habitually occurred in many developing countries, including Indonesia [3]. According to [4], each risky situation produced by behavioral factors could be explained by identifying all potential determinant variables behind it, i.e., including attitudes, motivation and perception, as well as their descriptive variables such as age, gender, experience, etc. A number of previous concerned studies have reported that speeding behavior was caused by trip purposes (motivation) related to a number of social-economic advantages, i.e., mostly by time saving and sensation seeking devices [5], [6], and triggered by riders’ perception about their braking and hazard detection ability, as well as due to their level of familiarity with road, traffic and vehicle conditions [4]–[7] which might be vary due to a differences in age, gender, education, and riding experience [8].

On the other hand, although braking capability has been also reported played important role in accident occurrence [9]–[11] and accident consequence [1], [2], [12] as well, but thus far braking capability and variable that influence it has not been taking into account in the speed limit determination and/or driving licensing program. The existing speed limit determination has been relied on the effect of road geometry, traffic composition and/or road environmental aspects [1], [2], [13], rather than those human factors; whilst the practical-skill section of the safety-riding program was more focused on how to ride and brake safely [14]. Accordingly, it is thought that exceeding speed limit might occur due to unbalanced situation between riders’ mobility expectancy (social-economic needs such as for time saving and sensation seeking purposes) and safety support system matter (appropriate speed limit, standardized braking capability) [15]. Therefore, the correlation between speeding behavior and accident risk based on human behavioral factor should be further investigated. In this particularly case, it is required to identify not only the reason of speeding (why it occurs) but also what is their triggering and explanatory variables, in accord with [4].

It is an urgent agenda because, thus far, most of previous studies were partially focused on the single effect of road (infrastructure, or geometrical design), road environment (road side feature, or side friction) [8], use of the in-vehicle tools (braking system (antilock braking system/ABS, or electronic stability control/ESC) [16], or main and braking lighting, or passenger protective tools), or human factor (age, or gender, or riding skill, or perception) [4], [7], [8] to accident probability and/or consequences. For example: enjoying the sensation gained from speeding, or driving fast to save travel time were the most well-known reasons of speeding behavior [5]. However, the reasons behind it and/or their explanatory variables have not been sufficiently explored as a cumulative factor so that the produced information has never been conducted in a synchronized mass-action plan concurrently.
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Consequently, the previous recommendation obtained from such partial approach methods or safety program might not produce an optimum result [14] due to incomplete information, or inappropriate method, and/or inadequate accident risk management strategy and/or techniques.

This study focuses on how to bridge it, particularly how to build a comprehensive and appropriate accident risk management strategy based on the effect of human factor, i.e., by correlating the reason and the triggering variables of speeding behavior as well as their explanatory variables, with their crash avoidance ability due to their riding skill, which in this study was considered based on their braking ability. Further, by comparing their mean braking ability with predicted braking distance reported by [11], the accident probability and/or possible consequences might be described so that it could be used to recommend better appropriate and contextual accident risk management strategy and/or techniques, and could be simultaneously executed more easily.

In turn, by intervening appropriate strategy and/or techniques based on riders’ perception and riding awareness improvement, accident number and/or fatal crash probability might be reduced more progressively because it is thought that miss-perception about riding skill and/or accident risk could result in riders’ inappropriate speed chosen.

II. STUDY DESIGN

Since human behavioral factor, particularly in relationship with determinant variables that influence speeding behavior, would be confronted with their crash avoidance ability based on their braking performance, a self-reported interview using questionnaire and a braking maneuver test on dry, level and good pavement surface conditions were undertaken consecutively. First, they were asked to participate in braking maneuver test and right after then they fulfil the concerned questionnaire. The braking maneuver test was conducted under an expected condition scheme, where although participants have no idea when the stop sign would be given during they travel with their daily favored speed (V), but they knew that they have to apply a hard braking force immediately after the stop sign was recognized. Their actual braking distance (S), i.e., the distance needed since their rear brake’s lamp was flashed on until the vehicle completely stop, then was measured and subsequently by using braking distance’s equation recommended by AASHTO [17], their actual braking deceleration rates (a) could be determined easily.

By using this data collection scheme, the result of braking maneuver test (hard braking deceleration rate) could be compared with their perception because from the obtained braking deceleration rates, braking capability could be classified into below average, average and above average categories based on its standard deviation value. Thus, riders’ perception about their braking capability could be simply discussed and evaluated, particularly in relationship with accident probability and/or consequence due to the differences in potential produced braking distance. It could be investigated because previous study reported that accident probability might be determined using safety factor, i.e. the ratio between sight distance and stopping distance [18], or between available stopping sight distance (ASSD) to minimum stopping sight distance (MSSD) [15].

A number of 159 of volunteers were successfully recruited to participate in questionnaire fulfillment. They were the same monitored riders who participated in the braking maneuver test. The aim of the braking maneuver test is to classify motorcyclist hard braking deceleration rate, whilst the substance of the questionnaire is about riders’ perception about their daily favored speed and the reasons behind it. The obtained braking deceleration rate then was used to predict braking distance by using the result of a previous concerned study’s finding [11]. Such predicted braking distance then was used to determine a minimum stopping sight distance (SSD) using AASHTO’s model [17]. The predicted stopping sight distance (PSSD) then was compared with the available stopping distance at un-signalized intersection, reflected in critical distance headway (CDH), i.e., the average minimum acceptable upstream distance between major stream vehicle and the potential conflict point (well known as post-encroachment distance/PED) due to entering/exiting vehicle to/from minor road [19]. The result then was referred to as safety factor (SF), which could be used to assess accident probability [15], [18]. If the ratio between the CDH and PSSD is less than 1.0 then a crash might be occurred, whilst its consequence is determined using a predicted impact speed [2]. In addition, speed choices categories would be classified into below average, average and above average so that the correlation between the reason of speeding of each driver’s categories and its own potential risk due to their braking capability could be further investigated.

Subsequently, the observed variables investigated through questionnaire were: their daily favored speed choice (on wet (X_s) and dry (X_d) conditions), factors that influence it (time saving (X_1), sensation seeking (X_6)), variables that might trigger it (braking capability (X_4), hazard detection ability (X_5), and level of familiarity with road, traffic and vehicle characteristics (X_3)), and their explanatory variables (riding frequency (X_2), age (X_1) and gender (X_0)). Further, the correlation between latent variables (risk factor, risk trigger and their descriptive variables) and their indicator variables as well as among such latent variables were analyzed using structural equation model (SEM). The input data was settled in 1 to 5 scales, and was analyzed using IBM-SPSS AMOSS 22 version. The goodness of fit is used to validate the model which describes the comparison between the model and data collected. The fit indices and indicator value for each type of statistical test are as follows [20]: 1) CMIN/df < 5, 2) p-value < 0.05, 3) RMSEA < 0.08, 4) NFI and CFI between 0 and 1, close to 1 is better 5) PFI > 0.5. Also, from the model fit summary, the value of HOELTER was also usually used to describe the fit, i.e., it was accepted if it is greater than 200, or if the probability level of default model is greater than 0.05.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Factor behind the speeding behavior
From the result of the interview it was found that, virtually, speeding behavior was hierarchal influenced by the following factors, consecutively: 1) risk factor, i.e., time saving and sensational seeking devices 2) risk trigger, which explained that time saving and sensation seeking devices are triggered by rider’s perception about their braking and hazard detection capabilities, as well as their level of familiarity with road, traffic, and vehicle characteristics 3) descriptive variables, where riding frequency is the most influencer factor that effect such perceptions.

Accordingly, it could be established that risky attitude is influenced by motivation (trip purpose) and rider’s perception about their braking and/or riding capabilities. However, this qualitative descriptive of such interview result could not describe the weak-strong correlation between latent variables and their explanatory variables as well as between such latent variables itself, so that the information produced could not be instantly used to be the basis of accident risk management due to rider’s behavior. Therefore, by using the software application of IBM-SPSS AMOS version 22, the statistical multi-variety analysis was conducted using structural equation model (SEM).

As previously described, the substance of interview was focused on: 1) the reason of daily favored speed choice and/or exceeding the regulated speed limit 2) consideration used to be the basis of such risky behavior, i.e., in relationship with riders’ perception about their braking and hazard detection abilities, as well as their level of familiarity with road, vehicle and traffic conditions. Subsequently, in order to assess the correlation between such perceptions and socio-demographic aspects, riders’ age, gender and riding frequency were considered to be the explanatory variables. However, as the number of female participant which is successfully recruited was insufficient, i.e., only 12 persons from the total of recruited persons, so that gender (Xo) was eliminated from the speeding behavior structural model. Graphically, the structural model which describe the correlation between latent variables (risk factor, risk trigger and their descriptive variables), and between latent variable and their indicators can be seen in Figure 1.

Statistically, from Figure 1 and the overall model fit test, it was shown that with a degree of freedom (df) of 24, the chi-square (Χ²) of default model was 21.440, smaller than the standardized Χ² for level of significance 5%, i.e., 36.415. It means, the result of estimation obtained from the default model is suited to the collected sample data. The fit between such default model and data was also explained by the obtained probability level of 0.613 which is much greater than 0.05. Subsequently, since the use of structural equation model was intended to also understand the correlation between latent variables and its indicator as well as among such latent variables itself, so that the explanation about whether the correlation was significant or not, can be found in Table I.

The estimate values in the Table 1 showed the covariance between latent variables and its indicators. Its significance was determined by p-value. It can be seen that, except for X₁ variable (riders’ age), the p-values for each variable were less than 0.05. This means that there is a significant correlation between latent variables and its builder indicators, and between one latent variable to the next latent variable. In other words, speeding behavior was evidently caused by time saving and sensational seeking devices, and triggered by riders’ perceptions about their braking and hazard detection abilities as well as their familiarity with road, traffic and vehicle conditions; which were obtained through their riding frequency.

Besides, when Table II was compared with the indicator values of each fit indices’ values obtained from AMOS it showed that all fit indices’ values encountered with the acceptable criteria of each parameter. It showed the fitted model of variables behind speeding behavior.

Accordingly, it could be inferred that, based on the self-interview result, speeding behavior was virtually caused by trip purposes, i.e. for time saving and sensational seeking devices, similar with the result of a number of previous studies [4]–[7]. Such optional attitude was triggered by riders’ perception about their braking and road hazard detection abilities as well as their level of familiarity with road, traffic and vehicle characteristics, which also similar with the findings of some previous concerned studies [4], [7].
Interestingly, such perception was much more influenced by riding frequency, rather than riders’ age. This finding different with the previous concerned studies’ results, reported that age was factor that associate with driving behavior [4], [7], [8], [21]. It strongly indicates that in Indonesia, speeding behavior is accepted to be a commonly matter because it has been done intentionally by most riders (both younger and older riders). Speeding was also can be referred to as an intentional risk taking behavior because riders did it to gain a number of social-economic advantages with any believes and/or self-confidence in their braking and hazard detection abilities, and their level of familiarity with road, traffic and vehicle conditions as well. Therefore, rider’s perception is the crucial factor that should be managed systematically.

From all previous description it could be concluded that: 1) speed choice was significantly influenced by trip purpose (time saving and enjoying the sensation), in accord with [4]–[7]; 2) risk trigger was built based on rider’s perception about their braking and hazard detection ability, in accord with [4], [7], as well as their level of familiarity with road, traffic and vehicle characteristics, in accord with [22]; 3) riding frequency has a strong correlation with rider’s perception about accident risk, meanwhile, that age does not influence it is an interesting issue because it unlike with previous findings [2], [4], [7]. This 3rd conclusion might occur due to differences in trip purposes and/or social-control pattern

### B. Implication

Speeding was indicated to be an intentional risk taking behavior where the risky behavior was triggered by perception obtained from riding frequency. However, their perception could be wrong because based on the predicted braking distance (BD) of 21 m [11] and the predicted critical gap acceptance (CGA) of 20 m [23], the safety factor (SF), i.e., ratio of CGA to BD is less than 1.0. So it is worth to consider the effect of human behavioral factors in the future accident risk management devices. In this particularly case, the appropriate strategy and/or techniques could be built based on the possible intervened variables in each latent variables, i.e., trip purpose (reason of speeding), risk trigger (riders’ perception) and explanatory variable (riding frequency). The reason of speeding, particularly for time saving purpose, is hard to be intervened because most Indonesian people use private vehicle, mostly motorcycle, to be their daily primary transport means and their commuter’s daily trip was much influenced by the distance between their residence and work places as well as the concurrent mixed traffic conditions. On the other hand, there is no strict sanction against such traffic offence. Meanwhile, their riding frequency might be also difficult to be intervened, particularly based on pricing mechanism, because as previously mentioned, motorcycle was their daily primary transport means. Increasing fuel price is not a populist policy.

Hence, accident risk management intervention should be more focused on riders’ perception. In this particularly case, it is thought that such perceptions could be improved through: 1) riders’ experience in a seriously accident involvement, 2) safety education and/or training programs. However, the execution of such improvement should not be waited until an accident has been previously occurred. It has to be undertaken pro-actively because previous studies strongly indicate that some pro-active program could be implemented successfully, where such perception could be improved based on a combination effort on education, engineering and enforcement model, as it has been recommended by [2], [24]–[27]. The question is what kind of intervention that might be efficiently and appropriately applied? The following discussion might explain it.

Although when applying a driving license each rider has to complete a safety riding program including both knowledge and practical-skill items [14], [28]–[31], but there is no indications which explained the benefit gained from those items unless information about whether they passed the tests or not. For example: in the practical skill section, riders were asked to apply hard braking safely but they have never been communicated about the level of their braking capability, particularly in the relationship with their suitable speed choice suited to their braking ability. Riders need to know it exactly so that they could suite their daily favored speed choice progressively.

This is an important and urgent matter because: 1) from the educational point of view, good attitude (riding behavior) might be built if there is adequate information about the effect of their risky behavior in relationship with their actual riding skill. Speed choice should be deal with braking ability. 2) From engineering aspects, appropriate effort which bridging riders mobility expectancy (daily favored speed choice) and their safety riding ability, such as the use of the right types of braking and/or proper braking technology, is insufficient. Again, it could be bridged by informing all riders about their appropriate speed which is suited to their level of braking ability. 3) Excessive speed limit and/or riding in inappropriate speed is a commonly view in many countries and still occur continuously, even without having been punished. Accordingly, if there is a standardized braking capability that could be used to determine a more appropriate speed limit, then the authorities could strictly punish traffic offender more easily. Presently the question is: how to integrate those educational, engineering and enforcement task into a strategic safety program?

In order to answer it, it is noteworthy that, as previously mentioned, daily favored speed was chosen due to riders’ overconfidence in their braking capability, whereas from 56 % of riders who believe that their above average braking capability could help them avoid accident occurrence and/or fatal accident, only 24 % of them could safely apply a high level of braking deceleration rate for a mean speed range of 50-60 km/h, i.e., above 8.7 m/s² (mean 6.57, min 3.99, max 12.8, std. dev. 2.12). The mean braking deceleration rate, virtually, similar with previous studies’ report, i.e., around 5.65 m/s² [10], 6.6 m/s² [11] and 9.8 m/s² [12]. This phenomenon strongly indicates that such perception could be wrong. Therefore: 1) a high daily favored speed choice which was built based on such miss-perception should be avoided 2) meanwhile, braking capability should be improved. Such improvement is intended to reduce fatal crash probability because the higher the braking ability, the smaller the braking distance and the lower the impact speed; rather than to trigger...
risky behavior because at the same time, the authority should strictly punished speed limit offences.

The improvement of hard braking capability could be increased systematically by using rear and front brake concurrently and/or consecutively [9], where an increasing of braking deceleration rate of 2.07 m/s² could be achieved by novice rider through short time braking maneuver training [10]. The higher the braking ability, the shorter the produced stopping distance [11] so that riders with standardized braking capability have bigger opportunity to be avoided from accident and even when being involved in accident, they still have the bigger possibility to be avoided from fatal crash because according to [17] stopping distance has an inverse relationship with braking ability, exponentially.

Consequently, it is thought that the safety riding program should be improved by informing riders about their level of braking abilities and its consequences so that this initial awareness might reduce the possibility of speeding behavior and such risky behavior might be controlled more strictly because the speed limit determination has been undertaken based on a standardized braking capability. This study shows that such education, engineering and enforcement approaches model could be implemented concurrently so that an optimum result of accident risk management devices might be obtained. Hence, besides improving riders’ perception about accident risk and their safety riding skill, it is also required to determine appropriate speed limit based on riders’ standardized braking capability and their mobility expectancy.

Meanwhile on the other hand, some previous studies have also reported that after being involved in an accident without having a seriously suffered, a number of riders have a tendency to increase their level of risk taking behavior, such as speeding, due to accepted such accident consequences [21], [32], [33] to be a coincidence. This perception might be wrong because: 1) accident occurrence due to an intentional risk taking behavior was not a coincidence because whether they realize it or not, virtually, it was an intended behavior since they accepted its possible consequences 2) it should be aware that perception is a personality matter whilst accident is another as it involved other person or road user. In other words, perception might be right if riders exactly knew his/her riding ability as well as other road user’s one. That is why it is required a standardized braking capability so that only riders with adequate riding skill would be allowed to drive their vehicles.

Accordingly, in order to ensure that such strategy and/or techniques could be successfully implemented, these following support systems might be required to manage the accident risk efforts, systematically and comprehensively:

1) Speed limit should be dealt with standardized braking capability which could be obtained by improving the content of safety riding test (knowledge and practical-skill segments, which were the mandatory items that should be passed when applying a driving license), i.e., by integrating the effect of braking capability to accident probability and/or its possible consequences. Hence, riders have to be informed about the consequence of their level of braking ability in relationship with their daily favored speed choices and/or the regulated speed limit, and only driver with such safety riding competence might obtain the driving license.

2) However, the standardized braking capability could only be achieved if the pavement condition is respectable. Thus, it is needed to ensure that pavement condition, particularly at risky road segments such as un-signalized intersection, pedestrian crossing area, etc., should always be in well-preserved condition, in accord with [34].

In order to increase judicious law-enforcement, is required to increase public awareness about speeding consequence. Intentional speeding behavior might be worth to be considered and termed as a crime because it might trigger fatal crash. Such public awareness might be obtained from a creative, innovative and attractive media of traffic safety campaign, in accord with [35].

IV. CONCLUSION

The results show that: 1) speed choice was influenced by trip purpose (time saving and enjoying the sensation) 2) risk trigger was built based on rider’s perception about their braking and hazard detection ability as well as their level of familiarity with road, traffic and vehicle characteristics 3) Riding frequency had a strong correlation with rider’s perception about accident probability and/or consequences. Meanwhile, that the age does not influence it is an interesting issue because it contrary with previous findings. This indicates that speeding behavior is accepted as a commonly matter so that it is worth to consider the effect of such human behavioral factor in the accident risk management devices, including how to intervene riders perception about accident probability, or when determining appropriate speed limit, as well as when improving driving licensing mechanism and criteria.

In addition, speeding behavior in Yogyakarta could be termed as intentional risk taking behavior because most riders accepted the potential advantages and might also possible disadvantages gained from speeding, triggered by perception obtained from riding frequency. Hence, driver’s motivation, perception, and behavior (attitude) should be intervened by introducing more appropriate types of knowledge and practical-skill content in the driving licensing program, i.e., by communicating all new riders about their appropriate speed choice suited to their level of braking ability. This type of intervention does not need additional financial support because, virtually, the authorities already have closed circuit course to conduct practical-skill test so that it could be easily implemented.
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